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14 May 2017 
 
The Observation Summary report on First Phase of Local Level Election 
2017  
 
 
The first phase of local level election was concluded on14 May 2017. A total of 1571 
observers under Civil Campaign for Clean Election (CCCE) have observed in 2000 polling 
centres of 34 districts. The preliminary information says that about 70 percent of the 
votes were casted in the election. There was an overwhelming participation of voters in an 
election which is held almost after a two decades. The participation of women was 
significant in this election. The election was held in four metropolitan and one sub-
metropolitan along with 283 local level under the province number 3,4 and 6. Almost 
4,000 polling stations were assigned for the election. 
The enthusiasm of the people, political parties, youth, women and Dalit community 
shows that it will build equity of people in good governance. This election is important to 
access people’s right provided by the new constitution. During this process, the election 
management, security and enthusiasm of people were significant. The colorful photo in 
voter’s Identity card and distribution of ID cards are the good aspect of the election. At 
the same time, the contribution by the mass media for the successful conduction of 
election became important. 
 
Conclusions 
 
Over all, the election was peaceful however, some news of irregularities and obstructions 
were reported. The candidates of CPN UML and booth representatives left the polling 
stations after the booth in two polling centres were captured by Nepali Congress and 
Maoist centre at ward number 1,2 of Baiteswor municipality and ward2,3 of Tamakoshi 
village council of Dolakha district. The candidates of CPN UML had lodged complaint at 
District election Office demanding for reelection in these centres. 
The fear was seen amongst the voters due to the violent activities by Nepal Communist 
Party led by Netra Bikram Chand, however, it could not stop the exuberant voters. If the 
election could be conducted through biometric and digital system, it would have reduced 
cost by making election clean and fair. A brief description by including recommendations 
and learning will be made public soon. 
 
  What observer saw in today’s election are: 
 

 In Kathmandu, lalitpur and Bhaktapur district, due to the lack of enough space, 

voters find it difficult during casting their votes. Persons with disability find it 

difficult as the polling stations were no disabled-friendly. 

 In Kathmandu valley, rented and private vehicles were found to be transporting 

voters without having permission. It was found that traffic police were actively 

involved to control these irregularities. 
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 Around Kathmandu, in various places, youth groups were seen to be wearing “Red 

caps” and “Red T-shirts”. Such groups were found to be mobilizing from one place 

to another. 

 In polling centre of Dhumbarahi, Kathmandu, within two hours of period, 100 

votes were casted out of 2700 voters. 

 In polling centres, police were deployed and in outer part, armed police and Nepal 

army were found to be patrolling. 

 In this election, among foreign mission, representatives of Japanese embassy were 

found to be observing the election in some places. 

 The observer in Sadlek village council-6 of Dhading reported that a single person 

was found to be casting 37 votes of ignorant voters.  

 In Pipal Danda polling centre, there was a clash reported between CPN UML and 

Nepali Congress at about 10 am. The election process was obstructed until 1:30 Pm 

before it operated smoothly. 

 Apart from Bhimeshwor and Kalinchok of Dolakha, other polling centres were 

tensed throughout the day. Police fired 22 rounds of bullet when NC and Maoist 

centre cadres attempted to capture the booth at ward number 7 in Baiteshwor 

village council. 32 years old Dinesh Bhujel of Melung village council was killed in a 

police firing at Sateshwor Secondary School polling centre. He was killed in an 

attempt to capture the booth. Other seven injured people are receiving treatment 

in Local hospital and further referred to Charikot district hospital. The polling 

station was given security by army. 

 In Janak Secondary School polling centre, the process was postponed after the 

incident of killing of Nam Raj Pathak on May 13.  

 An unidentified group of people have abducted ward chairman candidate Prem 

Bahadur Rimal of Rapti municipality-9 in Chitwan district on the night of May 13. 

 In Jageshwori polling station of Melamchi municipality-11 in Sindhupalchwok, 

police fired three rounds of bullet in retaliation after the cadres of Maoist centre 

fired one round of bullet at about 1:25 pm. The election was halted for about 45 

minutes. 

 The voting process in Annapurna Lower Secondary School’s polling centre at Kaike 

village council of Dolpa district was halted for about 30 minutes after the dispute 

between the cadres of CPN UML and Nepali Congress. 

 The polling stations in Dolpubuddha and Charka Tangsong of Dolpa district were 

out of contact. 

 In polling centres, even infant and children were restricted. 
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Areas to be improved regarding Election preparation and Management 

 While distributing voter’s identity cards, only about 80 percent of the people 

received the card and it is important to make an arrangement so that everyone 

could get it on time. 

 It was found that many voters were not aware about the vote casting process, 

leading a number of void votes, due to the lack of voter’s education. It is important 

that the concerned authority or body must give attention on voter’s education to 

make the process more effective. 

 The quality of ballot paper is poor and needs to be improved. 

 It was found that, in some place, the rain affected the voting process due to the 

lack of weather friendly polling centres and stations. In coming days, it is 

important that the concerned authority must give adequate attention on this issue.  
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